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Abstract—This paper describes a man machine interface based on gazing input without user’s body restrictions. Gazing points forward to the side directions were estimated by the relative distance of an iris and the outer corner of left and right eyes. Whether or not the user gazes the camera was recognized by the intersection of the two perpendicular bisectors derived by the position of a cornea and the eyelid edges. The suggested recognition system was applied to the operations of the page turner machine. It could judge the user’s states of both reading a book and operating the machine by the special feature points on an eye.

Index Terms—Gazing, eyelid shape, bezier curve, human interface, image processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a digital book has been widely spread and it is becoming a familiar with us. While the electronic media such as a digital book are used instead of a paper book, there are also many people who like the printed books. In the welfare field, the page turner machine has been developed for enabled persons to treat the printed books such as a magazine and newspaper. A few page turner machines has already come onto the market and it is adapted to various size books and each page can be precisely turning over. The general interfaces for its operation are a contact switch or a joystick and it allows a rapid and smooth operation. However, the physical burden may give the user if these interfaces are used on the bed. The development of the interface using eyes has been done flourishingly and these apparatus attract attention as an intention transmission device for severe ALS patients now in the field of welfare. For the detection of the gaze point, the method using the EOG (Electro-oculogram) [1] and the colored contact lenses [2] are suggested. However, the EOG needs amplifier equipment and it is a lot of hassle for user to put on a contact lenses. The method by the infrared irradiation to an eyeball [3] becomes a representative, and the Purkinje reflection equipment is necessary. On the other hand, sclera reflection method using the reflectance of a sclera, an iris and the cornea is suggested under a natural light condition [4], [5]. From a viewpoint of geometric, the methods based on the oval approximation of the iris outline [6], the combination of cornea reflection image and iris outline information [7], and the cornea center of curvature position [8] have been suggested. These require the condition that an iris is taken in as an image clearly, but there are yet many problems with the aspect of the oculomotor recognition of the top and bottom direction because an iris image may hide by the movement of eyelids. This study proposes a novel method considering the eyelid shape by the Bezier curve approximation to recognize the vertical gazing directions under the natural light, without infrared rays. Gazing points forward to the side directions were derived by the relative distance of an iris and the outer corner of left and right eye. The proposed was applied to the operations of the page turner machine. It was confirmed that the developed system could successfully recognize the user’s states of both reading a book and operating the machine only by gazing action.

II. RECOGNITION OF GAZING DIRECTION

A. Measurement System

Fig. 1 shows flow chart of the developed system. User’s face image was taken to the personal computer by using USB camera(320x240pixels, RGB24, 30fps) and it was transferred to the bitmap image through the Direct Show contained in Microsoft DirectX 9c SDK. The image around the left and right eyes was picked up from the obtained overall face image by using brightness only red signal of RGB. In order to detect the special feature points, the obtained image was binarized by the following equation.

\[ g(i, j) = \begin{cases} 1 & (R[i, j] < \varepsilon) \\ 0 & \text{(Otherwise)} \end{cases} \]

(1)

where, \( R[i, j] \) shows red brightness of RGB color on the coordinate \((i, j)\) of the obtained image and \( \varepsilon \) is a variable threshold for a binarization procedure. The center position of the left and right iris area, \( P_L(x_{pl}, y_{pl}) \) and \( P_R(x_{pr}, y_{pr}) \) could be expressed as follows;

\[ x_{pl/pr} = \frac{\sum_i [i \cdot g[i, j]]}{\sum_j g[i, j]}, \quad y_{pl/pr} = \frac{\sum_j [i \cdot g[i, j]]}{\sum_i g[i, j]} \]

(2)

Blink action often disturbs the recognition of special feature points. So, the blink motion was observed by the iris area calculation to eliminate error position. The position of the inner corner of the left and right eyes, \( P_L(x_{ul}, y_{ul}) \),

\[ P_R(x_{ur}, y_{ur}) \]
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$P_{bl}(x_{bl}, y_{bl})$, and the position of the outer corner of the left and right eyes, $P_{l}(x_{l}, y_{l})$, $P_{r}(x_{r}, y_{r})$ could be detected after finding the edge of the eyelid image.

$\Delta x_{r}$ and $\Delta x_{l}$ are left and right corner position of the eye, $x_{pl}$ and $x_{pr}$ are left and right iris in the $x$ axis. These two control points were determined by decreasing the error between the eyelid curve and the Bezier curve. The curvature of approximated Bezier curve can be given by

$$K = \frac{B'_r(u)B''_r(u) - B'_r(u)B''_r(u)}{[B''_r(u)]^2 + [B'_r(u)]^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)$$  

Here, the curvature on the middle point ($u=0.5$) from starting point to goal point was utilized for gazing recognition of vertical direction.

$$R = \frac{x_{pr} - x_{cr}}{x_{pl} - x_{cl}} = \frac{\Delta x_{r}}{\Delta x_{l}}$$

B. Approximation of Eyelid Shape

As for the gazing recognition in the vertical direction, the existed methods [2]-[8] have a trouble that the eyelid seals the iris and interrupts gazing recognition. Fig. 2 shows the facial images when the human subject gazed the camera and lower position than the camera position. As shown in this figure, the iris clearly appeared in case of gazing the camera, on the other hand, the iris was hidden by the eyelid in case of lower gazing. This fact was considered as demerit for the prior method, but we focused on the shape of the eyelid. Firstly, the shape of the eyelid was approximated by using Bezier curve. The $n$ order Bezier curve was composed of ($n+1$) control points defined as $P_i = (x_i, y_i)$, and the curve equation $P(u)$ can be expressed by

$$P(u) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} B^n_i (u) P_i$$  

where, $B^n_i(u)$ is Bernstein polynomial given by next equation.

$$B^n_i(u) = \frac{n!}{(n-i)! i!} u^i (1-u)^{n-i}$$

where, $u$ is a parameter whose range is $[0, 1]$. The Bezier curve always goes cross the edge points, starting point $P_b = (x_0, y_0)$ and goal point $P_g = (x_0, y_0)$ . Here, the three order Bezier curve ($n=3$) was applied to the eyelid shape approximation, due to the fact that it is enough to express the curve with one convex whose summit part can be located at everywhere, while keeping both edge points, as shown in Fig. 3. The three order Bezier curve can be given by

$$B_0(u) = (x_0 - 3x_1 + 3x_2 - x_3)u^3 + (3x_1 - 6x_2 + 3x_3)u^2 + (3x_2 - 3x_3)u + 1$$

$$B_1(u) = (y_0 - 3y_1 + 3y_2 - y_3)u^3 + (3y_1 - 6y_2 + 3y_3)u^2 + (3y_2 - 3y_3)u + 1$$

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the inner and outer corner of the eye were assigned to the edge points, $P_0 = (x_0, y_0)$ and $P_1 = (x_1, y_1)$ . Other two control points were put on the extension of a $y$ directional straight passing through the edge point of the iris in the $x$ axis. These two control points were determined by decreasing the error between the eyelid curve and the Bezier curve. The curvature of approximated Bezier curve can be given by

$$K = \frac{B'_r(u)B''_r(u) - B'_r(u)B''_r(u)}{[B''_r(u)]^2 + [B'_r(u)]^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)$$

Here, the curvature on the middle point ($u=0.5$) from starting point to goal point was utilized for gazing recognition of vertical direction.
was directed to gaze each picture from upper left to lower right in order for ten seconds per one image. The USB camera was put on the upper position of the board to observe the subject’s eyes. The time trajectories of (7) and (8) are shown in Fig. 5. The numbers of this figure are corresponding to the image numbers shown in Fig. 6. With reference to the ratio $R$, it was increasing with step as the subject’s gazing point was moved to the right direction. As for the curvature $K$, its value had four steps and it was found that the curvature of eyelid included the gazing point information with respect to the vertical directions. The developed system was utilized as a human interface for page turner machine.

![Fig. 5. Experiment.](image)

![Fig. 6. Time trajectories of (7) and (8).](image)

![Fig. 7. Page turner machine.](image)

![Fig. 8. Operation method.](image)

III. APPLICATION

A. Page Turner Machine

Page turner machine has been used for enabled persons who cannot use their hands as welfare support equipment, so as to turn over a page of book automatically by something input. Fig. 7 shows the page turner system. The equipment was composed of flat sloped board to put a book, USB camera, page turner arm, and it was supported by a tripod. The arm was connected to the DC servo which had a reduction gear (Reduction gear ratio is 1/230), and it could rotate around the axis. The clip was put on each page of the book and the electromagnet mounted on the rotation arm picked it up to turn over each page. The USB camera in front of user observed the gazing actions so as to reflect the user’s intention on the operation of the page turner machine. The DC motor and the electromagnet were controlled by the personal computer via the microcomputer and the motor driver. In addition, Three LED put on the upper part of the sloped board could inform the control states to the user.

B. Operation Method

Based on the obtained results, the gazing actions were assigned to the operation of the page turner machine. Fig. 8 shows the operation method. We used four states, “gazing camera”, “Left LED gazing”, “Right LED gazing”, and “reading a book”. In cases where user was reading a book (State 1), it is corresponding to gazing lower than the USB camera and the system was static situation. When the user
gazed the USB camera for more than two seconds (State 2),
the system recognized the state of “gazing camera” and the
center LED near the USB camera was turned on (State 3). In
this state, the system was waiting for the user’s something
input. If the user gazed the left side or the right side LEDs for
more than 2 sec, they illuminated to inform an input sign to the
user (State 4) and the machine consequently started to turn
over a page of the book (State 5).

C. Test Trial

Test operation was carried out to verify the proposed
method. In the verification experiment, “gazing camera” was
recognized in the case of \( R > 0.75 \) and \( R > 1.25 \), the system recognized the left and
right LED, respectively. Subject sat on the chair apart from
500 [mm] shown in Fig. 7, and operated the page turner
machine by gazing actions. The subject was firstly reading a
book, and after the experimenter’s sign, the operation was
started by gazing the USB camera mounted on the page turner
machine. In the experiment, left and right page turnings were
carried out for ten times. Five subjects participated in the
experiment. Table I shows the experimental results of
operating the page turner machine by gazing actions. The
values in this table are recognition times of ten trials about
“reading a book,” “gazing camera”, “Turning left page”, and
“Turning right page”. With reference to “reading a book” and
“gazing camera”, all trials were recognized and all five
subjects could consequently move reading state into operating
state. As for the operation, most trials of turning over a page
were successfully carried out. However, a few
misrecognitions could be seen in the trial of subject C and D.
This is because the correct positions of the outer corner of the
eye could not be observed due to the fact that the procedure
range often included the subject’s hair, and this problem is
considered as a future works to modify the developed system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Gazing camera</th>
<th>Left turning</th>
<th>Right turning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a gazing interface based on the special
feature points of an eye. The existed methods have a problem
that the eyelid seals the iris in the lower directional gazing
with respect to the camera and interrupts gazing recognition.
Here, we paid attention to the eyelid shape to detect gazing
actions in the vertical direction and applied the Bezier curve
to shape approximation so as to derive the eyelid curvature.
Gazing points forward to the side directions were derived by
the relative distance of an iris and the outer corner of left and
right eye. The proposed recognition system was applied to the
operations of the page turner machine. It was confirmed that
the developed system could successfully recognize the user’s
states of both reading a book and operating the machine only
by gazing action. As a future work, we would like to enhance
the position recognition of the special feature point, such as
the outer corner of the eye by eliminating the influence of the
user’s hair.
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